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� In the beginning (1974),

Logic Programming was simple

Then came negation : : :

� Back to a simple view:

Logic programs de�ne relations

� What if incomplete information?
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LP attracted two kinds of enthousiasts

� engineers/programmers

\Never had I experienced such ease in

getting a complex program coded and

running"

D.H.D. Warren about his �rst experience with

Prolog (1974) in writing Warplan, in Foreword

to The Art of Prolog

Compare with the e�ort in Pascal:

reason for excitement

� mathematicians

Logic!
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I. In the beginning

The early view:

Logic programs � �rst order predicate logic

Restriction allows for:

� procedural interpretation (hence control)

� e�cient theorem provers: Prolog

still widespread BUT wrong

LP is not a subset of FOL
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path(X,Y) <- edge(X,Y).

path(X,Y) <- edge(X,Z), path(Z,Y).

edge(a,b). edge(c,d). edge(b,a).

Expectations from programmer/engineer:

edge(a; c), edge(d; a), path(c; a) are false

and so is path(a; c)

But

� FOL cannot conclude any of these

� SLD does not fail �nitely on all
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Practice |engineers' (ab)use|

leads to Theory

� De�nite programs

SLD is a sound and complete procedure:

p(: : : ) has SLD-proof i� p(: : : ) is entailed

in FOL-theory consisting of Horn clauses.

But depth �rst (Prolog) is not complete

p(: : : ) is false in the mind of the engineer

i� : : :

� Close World Assumption (but one can-

not compute)

� Completion (but does not correspond)
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� Normal programs

SLDNF

{ Close World Assumption does not ex-

tend

{ Completion does but ...

{ A pile of literature

{ Many research agendas

{ The right view?
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II. Logic Programs De�ne

Relations

The engineer's view/expectations

� A one-one correspondence between terms

and objects in the engineers' universe (only

Herbrand interpretations)

CLP: some symbols have a di�erent

|but �xed| interpretation

� Programs de�ne relations to be elaborated

� Answers sound wrt logic:

If query execution terminates and

if it succeeds then the relationship is true

else (failure) the relationship is false

Partial Correctness

� Total correctness: prove termination
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Supported by line of work

� Closed World Assumption

� Strati�cation

� Well-founded semantics

� Correspondence two valued WFS and in-

ductive de�nitions
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De�nite Programs as

Positive Inductive De�nitions

path(X,Y) <- edge(X,Y).

path(X,Y) <- edge(X,Z), path(Z,Y).

% NOTHING ELSE IS A PATH

Much stronger than FOL-implications

Positive loops are inherent

Semantics:

� least �xpoint of T

P

� least model of FOL-implications

� model in which each atom has a proof

� coincides with CWA

Formalisation in classical logic requires:

� Free Equality Theory

� Domain Closure Axioms

� Minimisation axioms (beyond FOL) (\least

model")

Total de�nition splits the Herbrand base of

the de�ned predicate in two parts: true atoms

and false atoms.
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NORMAL programs as inductive de�nitions

Once a relation de�ned, its negation can be

used:

person(..).

...

% nothing else is a person

male(..).

...

% nothing else is a male

female(X) <- person(X), not male(X).

corresponds to strati�cation

More subtle

even(0). % 0 is even

even(s(X)) <- number(X), not even(X).

% if X is a non-even number then X+1 is even

% nothing else is even

The grounding is strati�ed, each layer is a

positive inductive de�nition

Iterated Inductive De�nition
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even(0).

even(Y) <- succ(Y,X), number(X), not even(X).

succ(s(X),X).

Is not strati�ed, but is a meaningful inductive

de�nition

Has a two valued well-founded model, i.e.

every atom is true or false

General non-monotonic inductive de�nition

semantics: �xpoint of a monotone operator

mapping partial interpretations to partial in-

terpretations.
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The �xpoint operator

Replace facts p(: : : ) by rules p(: : : ) true

Add p(X1; : : : ; Xn) false for unde�ned p=n

A proof tree for ground atom p(: : : )

� p(: : : ) is the root

� for each non leaf q(: : : ) with descend-

ents l

1

; : : : ; l

n

: there is a ground rule q  

l

1

; : : : l

n

:

� each leaf is either true, false or a negative

literal

� no in�nite branches

Partial interpretation I: Op(I) = I

0

� I

0

(p(: : : )) = t i� p(: : : ) has a proof with

all leafs true in I

� I

0

(p(: : : )) = f i� each proof tree of p(: : : )

has a leaf which is false in I.

� others: still unde�ned

Corresponds with three valued stable model

operator

Least �xpoint equals well-founded model

Denecker JELIA 1998
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Some consequences

� Completeness is not achievable

Price to pay for expressivity

Prolog was not complete anyway

Does YOUR program terminate?

� Is program a total de�nition?

Undecidable

One has to accept buggy programs

Three valued well-founded semantics tells

what is true, what is false and what is un-

de�ned due to bugs in the de�nition

Is paraconsistent logic

shaves(b,X) :- citizen(X), not shaves(X,X).

shaves(X,X) :- shaves_himself(X).

citizen(a). citizen(b). citizen(c).

shaves_himself(a).

Bug for shaves(b; b)
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III. Incomplete Knowledge

The algorithmic/CLP approach:

embed/hide missing knowledge in data struc-

ture and search

queens(Q,N) :- generate(Q,N,N),

safe(Q),

instantiate(Q).

generate([],0,_).

generate([X|T],M,N) :- M > 0,

X in 1..N,

M1 is M - 1,

generate(T,M1,N).

safe([]).

safe([X|T]) :- noAttack(X,1,T), safe(T).

noAttack(_,_,[]).

noAttack(X,N,[Y|Z]) :- X \= Y,

Y \= X + N,

X \= Y + N,

S is N + 1,

noAttack(X,S,Z).

instantiate([]).

instantiate([X|T]) :- enum(X),

instantiate(T).

Not declarative
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Distinguish the known from the unknown:

De�ned predicates vs open predicates

open shaves_barber/1

shaves(b,X) :- citizen(X), X =/= b, not shaves(X,X).

shaves(X,X) :- shaves_himself(X).

shaves(X,b) :- shaves_barber(X).

barber_is_shaved :- shaves_barber(X).

citizen(a). citizen(b). citizen(c).

shaves_himself(a).

barber_is_shaved <- true.

citizen(X) <- shaves_barber(X).

Program has three parts:

� Open predicates

� De�nitions (Program)

� Integrity Constraint expressing partial know-

ledge about abducibles

�, a de�nition for the open predicates com-

pletes the program

P [� is inductive de�nition

Integrity constraints must be true in unique

model
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open position/2.

% DEFINITIONS

size(8).

row(R) :- size(N), R in 1..N.

column(C) :- size(N), C in 1..N.

row_has_queen(R) :- position(R,C).

% CONSTRAINTS

% the arguments of position/2 have the

% correct types

row(R) <- position(R,C).

column(C) <- position(R,C).

% at least one queen on each row

row_has_queen(R) <- row(R).

% no more than one queen on each row

C1=C2 <- position(R,C1), position(R,C2).

% the configuration is illegal if

% a queen attacks a queen on a higher row

false <- position(R1,C1), position(R2,C2),

R1<R2,

(C1=C2 ; abs(R2-R1)=abs(C2-C1)).
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The stable model (e.g. Smodels) approach

row(1..8) <- .

column(1..8) <- .

position(R,C) <- row(R), column(C),

not negposition(R,C).

negposition(R,C) <- row(R), column(C),

not position(R,C).

% at least one queen on each row

row_has_queen(R) <- row(R), column(C),

position(R,C).

<- row(R), not row_has_queen(R).

% no more than one queen on each row

<- row(R), column(C1), column(C2),

position(R,C1), position(R,C2), C1\=C2.

% no two queens on same column

<- row(R1), row(R2), column(C),

position(R1,C), position(R2,C), R1\=R2.

% no two queens on same diagonal

<- row(R1), row(R2), column(C1), column(C2),

position(R1,C), position(R2,C),

R1\=R2, C1\=C2, abs(R2-R1)=abs(C2-C1).

Too low level as a description

No smooth extension of LP
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Distinguish the known from the unknown:

Open functions: do not �x the interpretation

of all terms

Program has three parts:

� Declarations of

domains and open functions

� De�nitions of predicates

� Integrity Constraint expressing partial know-

ledge about open functions

An interpretation of the open functions com-

pletes the program

Integrity constraints must be true in the least

model of the program

Far away from \all interpretations" as in FOL

Formalised as extension of CLP in paper at

PPDP 2000
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% Declarations

constant size == 8.

domain row == 1..size.

domain column == 1..size.

open_function pos(row):column.

% hence each row has exactly one queen

% Program

attack(R1,R2) :- pos(R1) = pos(R2).

attack(R1,R2) :- R2-R1 = abs(pos(R2)-pos(R1)).

% Integrity Constraints

false <- R1 < R2, attack(R1,R2).
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Conclusions

Stop the folk belief LP � FOL

Logic programs as de�nitions:

� Simple

� Elegant

� Agrees with engineers/programmers in-

tuitions

� Smooth extensions to cope with incom-

plete knowledge

But work needed to build systems (ex-

ploit �nite domain CLP technology)

� No completeness, worry about termina-

tion
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